World Hunger Challenge

Families,
I am excited to share that we have joined the World Hunger Challenge and by submitting
illustrated recipes to the Students Rebuild website, we can earn $6 for each recipe. Here is
information about the program:
“Students Rebuild, a program of the Bezos Family Foundation, mobilizes young people to take
action on the world’s most critical problems.
With the Hunger Challenge, we’re gathering around a global table to learn about hunger in all its
guises—malnutrition, food insecurity, “food deserts,” and more—and to investigate how hunger
interferes with education and development to prevent too many young people from living full,
healthy lives. We’re also looking at what can be done to end hunger—from emergency relief in
places dealing with conflict like Yemen, to longer-term solutions like training the next
generation of urban farmers in the United States.
Join us in the @StudentsRebuild Hunger Challenge and create an artistic recipe! Your artwork
will be matched with a $6 donation– up to $700,000– to support @UNICEF’s therapeutic food
intervention programs in Yemen and Ethiopia, @MarysMeals educational food services in India
and Malawi, and 8 community-based organizations. www.studentsrebuild.org/hunger
#HungerChallenge”

Here is what I am asking you to do:
You can watch Episode 6 of Create. Make. Play. As it demonstrates how to participate, but here
are the directions below.
Create an artfully illustrated version of a recipe—an actual one or an imaginative one—that
reflects culture, community, and connection.
Take a photo of that recipe and email it to me @ Alison_francis@fcasd.edu. I will then submit it
under our Team’s name.
Discussions about hunger should be age appropriate and reflect your family’s values on such
issues. If you want to talk about this recipe helping to end hunger you can simply say, “Do you
know how when you feel hungry you eat something to make that feeling go away? Some
children aren’t lucky enough to always have that food to eat, so by making this artwork, we are
helping to make sure that all kids have food to eat”

Or if you family donates to the food bank, you can share that this is another way to help feed
children.
If you are not comfortable talking about hunger with your child, that’s okay! You can just share
that this recipe is a way for you to share with others things that your family does.
While you can certainly make a food recipe, you can make a:
Recipe for a friend
Recipe for a smile
Recipe to enjoy the sun
Recipe to enjoy the rain
Recipe to make mud cakes
Recipe to have fun with your family
Recipe for love
Recipe on how to play
Recipe to be joyful
Recipe to build a bloom (plant a seed)
Recipe for laughter
You get the idea!
I would love it if everyone could contribute to this important project. You can submit more than
one recipe per person. All family members are welcome to contribute a recipe.

